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Artificial Intelligence Research at EESA
Our ability to collect and create diverse and heterogeneous environmental data–at scales of seconds to decades, 
and from microns to thousands of kilometers–far outpaces our ability to assimilate it, let alone understand it by 
extracting useful information. In fact, rapidly advancing remote sensing technologies, computational capacity, 
and data-storage density offer up more data than we can manually process and apply to improve numerical 
predictions for energy extraction, climate variability, water availability and other Earth and environmental studies. 

At EESA, experts are leveraging artificial intelligence approaches such as machine learning, data mining, in 
parallel with ‘towards Exascale’ computing to help us derive more interpretable information from diverse data.  
We then fuse those data into data-driven models, and produce high-resolution simulations that help us 
understand each of Earth’s compartments and their interactions in unprecedented detail. 

For more information about artificial intelligence, contact Dipankar Dwivedi at ddwivedi@lbl.gov

EESA Artificial Intelligence Research at a Glance

The urgent need for sustainable solutions to 
our energy and environmental challenges calls 
for a new understanding of the integrated Earth 
system. Advances in sensor development, 
as well as machine learning and artificial 
intelligence, provide new opportunities to 
develop data-driven approaches that will 
dramatically improve our understanding of 
the interconnectedness of Earth’s atmosphere, 
terrestrial ecosystems, and deep subsurface.

Our researchers are working with farms and food producers to combine advanced 
computer modeling with data gathered using drone sensing and satellites about plant 
and soil properties such as moisture, with an eye towards estimating crop irrigation 
requirements or resistance to drought. 

bit.ly/34qXJ7d

EESA scientists are using data of river discharge and groundwater levels in developing site-
specific predictive models enabled by machine learning techniques, with the goal of helping 
water agencies across California manage water resources amidst acute drought or flooding.

bit.ly/2R0eq5l

EESA researchers are pairing data gathered from a Colorado River watershed via remote 
sensors and drones with high-performance computing to develop numerical models that 
can represent watershed behavior with sufficient detail to predict water supply and quality 
a day, month, year, or several years into the future. 

bit.ly/2KWripk

One of the 17 U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory was founded in 1931 on the belief that the 

biggest scientific challenges are best addressed by teams.
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